Introduction

Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) is a disease involving proliferation of Langerhans cells. It was previously named Histiocytosis X due to the unknown cellular basis of the involved cell. It is a rare disease occurring 0.5–5.4 cases per million persons per year (1). It commonly presents during the 2nd–4th decades of life and has no gender predilection. It is sporadic and as many as 90% of patients are smokers or have significant exposure to smoking (2). The disease can be stratified as single system LCH involving the endocrine and nervous system, lymph nodes, bones, skin or like in this patient, the lungs, and the multisystem LCH, which is classified as with or without involvement of risk organs like the bone marrow, liver spleen and central nervous system (3). This patient is a single system LCH involving the lungs based on clinical, radiographic and histopathologic findings. Minimally invasive thoracic surgery was not only diagnostic but also therapeutic because mechanical pleurodesis was done with no further recurrence of the pneumothorax. We present the following case in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/jovs-2020-02).

Case presentation

A 29-year-old male had sudden onset of dyspnea and right back pain. There was no associated cough, fever, weight loss or any other symptom. He had no comorbid condition. He was a 2.5 pack year smoker and an occasional alcoholic beverage drinker. His past medical history is unremarkable. There was no similar illness in immediate family members. He was brought to a local hospital and chest radiograph revealed a right-sided pneumothorax. He underwent tube thoracostomy which afforded relief of symptoms; the chest tube was removed a few days later. On admission,
he was asymptomatic. The interval from the initial tube thoracostomy performed in another hospital to admission in our hospital was 2 weeks. Chest CT scan showed multiple thin and thick walled cystic structures of varying sizes and shapes, mostly interconnected, with majority located in both upper lobes (Figure 1). The consideration was a multi-cystic lung disease and differential diagnoses included pulmonary Langerhans cell histiocytosis (PLCH), pulmonary tuberculosis, bronchiectasis, and diffuse pulmonary emphysema-bronchiectasis.

The patient was managed as a case of diffuse cystic lung disease. Diagnostic tests included spirometry showing moderately severe obstructive and probable restrictive ventilatory defects without significant response to bronchodilator, arterial blood gas determination revealing normal acid-base balance and adequate oxygenation, ECG with sinus rhythm, and 2D echo showing absence of pulmonary hypertension. Blood count, renal and liver function test, lipid profile, fasting blood sugar, ESR, and urinalysis were unremarkable. Workup for tuberculosis such as sputum smear microscopy, sputum geneXpert and purified protein derivative were negative.

He underwent uniportal video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) (Video 1). Intraoperatively, multiple bullae of varying sizes approximately 2 cm on the right upper lobe and diffuse small cysts interspersed with normal lung tissue were found (Figure 2). Wedge resection of the right lower lobe posterobasal segment was done (Figure 3) followed by mechanical abrasion of the parietal pleura (Figure 4). The resected specimen consisted of a 5 cm × 3 cm × 1.7 cm wedge-shaped lung tissue weighing 6 gms. with smooth
gray/brown pleura, and few parenchymal cystic spaces, with sections of uninvolved lung tissues that are tan/brown and subcrepitant to touch (Figure 5).

Microscopic section showed moderate to severe chronic interstitial inflammation associated with aggregates of atypical cells and some cysts, predominantly in peribronchiolar/perilobular distribution. The atypical cells had ovoid, pale nuclei, occasional conspicuous nucleoli, irregular nuclear membranes, and ample eosinophilic cytoplasm (Figure 6). By immunohistochemistry, these cells were diffusely and strongly positive for S100 and CD1a, negative for CK, TTF1, CD3, CD20, CD68, and calretinin, which were all compatible with PLCH (Figure 7).

The patient was discharged without complications. He was advised to stop smoking with regular follow-up for monitoring of disease progression by chest imaging and is doing well 10 months after discharge from the hospital. He has also stopped smoking completely because he does not...
want his condition to worsen. All procedures performed in study involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national research committees and with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this manuscript and any accompanying images.

Discussion

Diffuse cystic lung diseases are a diverse group of lung disorders characterized by the presence of multiple regular or irregular spherical parenchymal lucencies bordered by a thin wall and having a well-defined interface with normal lung (4). PLCH predominantly affects young adults between the ages of 20 to 40 years almost exclusively in smokers with no gender predilection (2). Tobacco smoke has been implicated in the pathogenesis of PCLH but how it triggers the formation of its lesions is not clear. It has been suggested that there is an immune response to a component of tobacco smoke but proliferation of blood lymphocytes from patients with PLCH in response to tobacco glycoprotein was found to be decreased compared with controls (5).

The clinical presentation of PLCH is variable but mainly respiratory. This patient presented with spontaneous pneumothorax which is more common in young males (6). A standard chest radiograph can lead to the diagnosis of adult PLCH in a most patients with abnormalities varying from reticulomicronodular infiltration to cysts within the infiltrates in both lungs (7). HRCT is mandatory when PCLH is suspected and provides additional details such as cavitation of nodules, which is not readily visible on standard radiographs (8). The definitive diagnosis rests on the identification of a Langerhans cell granuloma with tissues obtained by surgical biopsy, usually VATS. Pulmonary function abnormalities are variable and depend on the predominant anatomical lesions and disease duration (6).

Accumulation of activated Langerhans cells organized into loose granulomas that develop and destroy the distal bronchiole walls is the pathological hallmark of PLCH, associated with lymphocytes and inflammatory cells, including eosinophils and macrophages (9).

The natural history of the disease is variable and unpredictable in the individual patient with around 50% having a favorable outcome, spontaneously or with steroid therapy (6). Therefore, long-term follow-up is mandatory and may detect exacerbation of respiratory dysfunction after many years, or, rarely, a relapse with recurrent nodule formation (10).

Since many patients with PLCH recover spontaneously or remain in a stable condition without treatment, the effectiveness of various treatment modalities is difficult to assess; the rarity of PLCH also precludes recruitment of patients for controlled therapeutic trials (9).

The association between PLCH and smoking suggests a causal role for cigarette smoke. Therefore, smoking cessation is mandatory. Resolution of the disease after smoking cessation has been reported (11).

Conclusions

PLCH is an unusual disease entity with a strong association with cigarette smoking. The diagnosis lies on a combined assessment of clinical, radiographic and histopathologic aspects. VATS plays an important role in obtaining adequate tissue samples for histopathological diagnosis. Optimal management requires a multidisciplinary approach and a cooperative patient. Smoking cessation is still the cornerstone of prevention and treatment.
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